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Basketball
players cut
from team

Can we talk?

BY JIM SOYA

l .5(1411 Dbrily Sports Edam

CTUN EDP

Students standing in the financial aid line were suprised when J.
Handel Evans, SJSU’s interim president, came up to them and
asked: "How many of your classes did you get?" He passed
through the line Wednesday morning talking with students. Most

said they were having trouble getting classes because of the budget cuts. He told Anna Marie Remedioz, left; Michelle Legos, middle; Jennifer Laird, back to camera; and Suzette Younger, right,
that more classes might be cut next semester.

Race to find open classes begins
BY DEBRA MYERS

Spartan I /ally Sull Wnter

The addition of 250 classes to the fall schedule
has resulted in a oanfusing situation kw both students and staff. Classrooms are merflowing with
students attempting to add, and many teachers
are not making any premature decisions on
adding quderis to their already full restos
During the inititl days of sdiool, many oldie
students in line at the tent in front of Wahlquist
Library South near Cashiering Services had not
ye attended the dimes they were trying to add.
Some were unsure of how to add or whether the
data theyre. hoping to add was foll.
William Andrews, a lead evaluator in the
Assessment Center, recommended that people
pick up forms and obtain general education
information and directions at the MR If students
need more assimance, the assessmou specialists 11
the tent will refer them to the Assessnkh enter
where evaluates will seareh he open sections
With regard to the kill ofludelits on Wednesday, Andrews said. "We didn’t expect people right
now, this early. les been kind e1 slow today’:
But by Thursday, the situation had changed.
"There have been a tremendous number of
add/drop forms being disseminated. The probkm seems to be with major dimes, not general
education dasses:’ Assessment Specialist Bruce
Kravitz said,
lien’s what students standing in line on
Thiusday had to my:

ilcuit think I will how fury problems, Ina Jo:
not sun yet. ’hying to .find a job that lets you take
7ireirity and Mastic:), offis almost impossible"
Vicki Blair, a senior sociology major, was
attempting to dna) day classes for nigh classes
"I haw to sew if it (the class) is still open They
didn’t have this class before, and now they da
Maybe scrum, drama! or something"
Nafasgule Sikh, an undeclared freshman,
was trying to add one class and drop another
class.
’’l signal up fir sic units 4hich no longer exist
171 prolnday try to haul fir, nigla ckesses llas dinig
(the updatal class listing) doesn’t help wry mud&
Italian closer!, and the two I had that aren’t awn
bring of,krril arr still in here"
Jon I idlesoe, an undedared junior, said one
class had about 70 people in a classroom
designed fur 35.
"I’m a tninsici student, so I need to talk to
swarm _first then 171 try to add"
Angela Parker, a junior liberal studies
major, needed to show general education transcripts
initif illy added an English class, 1001V, but
thy ihin’t Ivor it. Ititlabi, bun my junioryvar, so
I haw other classes to take if! don’t get my first
dunce"
lai La, a junior computer science major,

SJSU basketball players
seniors Robert Dunlap and Trevor
Pope
have been kicked-off of the
team because of disciplinary problems, Head Basketball Coach Stan
Morrison announced late llitsday.
"They are dropped from the team
for failure to follow team
Morrison said.
There are only three team rules
which are posted on the wall outside
the basketball teants office Morrison said.
The three rules are
1. Be on time for everything.
2. Don’t do anything that will embarrass you, your family, your teammates,
the coaching staff or the university.
3. When you step onto the court be
prepared to give 100 percent mentally
and 100 percent physically.
Morrison would not identify
which, or how many, of the rules were
broken. "It would violate a confidence Morrison said.
Apparently Morrison hasn’t told

SJSU athletics reduces expenses,
steps up fundraising in light of cuts
BY MARIA C ROSE
Spartan Daily Stan Writer

’I’ve only got nine units
and two classes were
canceled. I was looking
for anythingjust so I
could get units.’
Kat Frutos
101.4, sok lolugy mon

was trying to go the correct 100W dass.
"I’w only got nme units and two classes were
oinaill I sins hnrAing jor arything just so! could
gel units, maybe in A.I(Acbraraarrition ofJustice)."
Kai Frutos, a junior sociology major, was
trying top more units.
Invn pretty difficult. A lot of the sections
haw been swathed imnoni ma Innilt14 !only nanl
/he allints prilblider
LUZ ROdliglIt7, a senior psychology major,
said that in one dass the instructor added everybody pniv dal they bring their own seas
Ste CLASS CHAOS, Itoze

the test of his players the exact reasons
for dropping Dunlap and Pope.
Senior Kevin Login, or of the team’s
leaders, said he didn’t know the exact
reason for Morrisoris decision.
"No one knows:’ Logan said. "It’s
between those three, (Morrison, Dunlap and pore)’
Dunlap and Pope will retain their
scholarships. Morrison said. SJSU
Athletic Director Thomas Brennan
accepted Morrisoris recommendation
that both Pope and Dunlap, who are
attending SJSU this fall, according to
Logan, be allowed to finish their education.
Dunlap and Pope were unavailable
for comment.
Dunlap, a center out of Richardson, Texas, and Pope, a guard from
DeAnza Community College, were
released from the team just after the
end of last spring’s academic setnester,
Morrison said.
Both Dunlap and Pope played key
roles last season for the Spartans.
Dunlap started most of the year at
See OMPUIVIlla Ihge 6

As SJSU adjusts to a year with
longer lines, shorter hours and
reduced staff, the Division of Intercollegiate Athletics plans to balance its
1992-93 budget the same way it did
last year through reducing openses while increasing finidraising efforts.
It also hopes to keep its Division IA standing, according to Athletic
Director Tom Brennan, who took over
in 1990
Overall the department has lost
approximately $500,000 in state funding since October 1990, Because California does not have a budget, SJSU
administrators are projecting a athletic
budget of $5.5 million to $6 million,
according to Brennan. This meets the
8 percent decrease every deparunent
has been asked to med.
A $1 million donation by alumni
Phyllis and Alan Simpkins, for a new
field house next to Spartan Stadium,
has helped areas affected by the budget
Such donations are essential "to
continue our Division I -A program
and bask to our search fix a berth in a
more challenging and revenue enhancing conference said SISU’s
Interim President J. Handel Evans at a
Monday afternoon meeting with fa:uhy members.
The pmjected late funding is $23

million compared to $2.7 million last
year, Brennan said. Increased
fundraising, short-term reductions
and a decrease in personnel are three
ways the department plans to finish
without a deficit for 1992-93.
In a budget divided between personnel, scholarships and operation
costs, scholarships have actually
increased, Brennan said. Donations to
the Spartan Foundation, which raises
funds for athletic scholarships, have
increased since last year. There is no
state fiukling for suds scholarships.
Karen Rosenzweig, assistant sports
information director, and Tony Federico, strength and conditioning coach,
did not have their contracts renewed.
Arm Hanzad, Student Athlete Support Services coordinator, decided to
return on a volunteer basis. SASS
monitors the paibrrnance of any student athlete who needs guidance or
advice.
To combat the reduced state funding, the department has stepped up
fundraising efforts with a new Major
Gift Program where the minimum
contribution is $5,000 and goes up to
$20,000. The program has raised
$220,000 since March. All monies
donated go only to athletic scholarships.
Tickets sales, guarantees from
some away-football games, gift
See IIIIRIONG, Page 6

Students struggle to find parking
Ommuters explore transportation alternatives to avoid crowded garages, lines
BY MATT SMM1
sranan I ki,ly matt Wntrr
Commutes to SJSU wan turned
away from the Seventh Street Parking Garage until 10:30 Thursday
morning, only to be greeted by an
attendant waving motorists toward
the South Campus Park-and-Ride
Pandn8101
The problem is one that is usually felt around the beginning of the
semester when class attendance is
critical to most people. As a result.
traffic problems become a reality
once again.
The strain is not only 11th by peopie who must commute to the uniGordon Parco spent the first day of classes turning students away from the Seventh Street garage.

II

versity, but also by staff members
who must deal with the problem
"It’s frustrating’ said Richard Staley, manager of Traffic and Parking
Operations. "The preponderance of
students drive personal automobiles:’
Changes have been made since
last semester, though, that could
make the tedium less painful for
commuters. According to Staley, the
Park -and -Ride shuttle service has
been improved with more frequent
pick-up and drop-off times, along
with three stops near the campus
instead of just one near Duncan
Hall on San Salvador Street, as was

the ease last semester.
The Park-and-Ride lot has also
been paved and expanded since last
semester, which should make it a
more appealing alternative to long
lines at the pages.
The Air Quality Management
District is one of the organizations
that has been laying change in the
way people arrive at the univasity.
’We are under considerable pressure to reduce the number of cars
coming into campus:’ Staley said.
He urged students to share rides
with others and to find more creative ways to get to campus top
See PARKING, Itge 3
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EDITORIALS

Women seeking abortions
need safe access to clinics
San Jose’s new ordinance
is a fair balance of rights
for abortion protesters
Anti-abortion protesters were
told to step back last week by
the city of San Jose. The new
law makes it a misdemeanor
for protesters within 100 feet of a
health-care facility to get within eight
feet of any person who asks them to
step back.
Though the law seems to impinge on the
free-speedi rights of the protesters, in actuality it dots not Protean can gill shout, be
rude, hold up signs or simply try to talk to
women, who are entering a clinic, across
that eight-foot space.
Anti-abortionists say that the San Jose
law will keep than from counseling womai
and kiting them know about non-abortion
diokes reprding pregnancy. Pro-life adrates are free to put their money where their
mouths are and hand out free condoms,
birth -control pills and even abstinence
advice to anyone who wants it thereby
preventing the unwanted pregnancy in the
fast place. There is nothing wrong with prepregnancy counseling, but women who
decide to have an abortion should have

unrestricted access to medical fisalities.
The other argument is that a law of this
kind would encourage new, more restrictive
laws. That’s like the argument that claimed
once the United States allowed the communists to expand they would eventually
invade our horde’s.
Making anti-abortionists stand Eight feet
away while they try to "convince?’ women
not to abort their unwanted pregnancies
will not lead to a law that says you have to
stand a mile away frorn the capitol building
in Saaarnento.
Standing in front of a woman and keeping her from entering an abortion clinic
does not constitute free speech. Journalists
work tirelessly to make sure that the "marketplace" of ideas remains open. Any ariiabortionist can write a letter to the editor
here.
They can shout in the quad until their
faces turn blue . They can even stand in
front of a abortion clinic and piotest. That is
free speeds. Blocking a woman entering an
abortion clinic, standing in front of her and
forcing her to listen to their judgment is not.
The Bible these people are constantly
quoting says not to judge others, lest we be
judged ourselves. Let women judge the
dioices they have to make. We don’t mind if
you add your two cents in just please
stand bade eight feet

Letters to the Editor
world is suffering from war, crime, pollution
Is Bush’s God racist?
and especially a lack of integrity in business.
Eadi time Bush and Quayle want to
pmselytiz.e their bdiefs they invoke religion,
iod or entering the church. The following
events (lardy their seductive activities
1) I airing the Persian Gulf attack Bush
was going to church more than usual.
Before the war and the txxnbing of the civilarts he claimed to have prayed and wept.
lie dunks] with three children at the chad
ievelopment Center and at the same time
he ordered the bombing of other children
who do not believe in his God!! "San Jose
Mercury NeWS June 7,1991 flic Does he
bdiew in God? If the allSWCT is ws, then his
God should be racist!!
2) During the Persian Gulf war he
repeatedly chanted God bless America
instead of saying God bless the whole world.
God created the whole world not only
America.
3) When Preside* Bush was hospitallied fur his hyperthyroid problem, the
American people were justifiably concerned
with the prospect of Dan Quayle becoming
preskkit Ridiculously, the following day
I fan Quayle attended the services at the
Bethesda. Maryland chureh! is diorite a
place to pray or a tool to seduce the religious
and innocent people? "San Jose Mercury
N1ay 6,1991"
4) Recently President Bush, during the
Republican Convetion,daimed that unless
you believe in the Republican platfrion, you
do not believe in God. I think the implications he made about former President
Jimmy Carter and Bill Clinton, who are
active in building the kw income houses, as
being Godless, is DEMAGOGUERY.
It is up to the Alfieri= park to decide
which party follows morality, integrity and
religion and not to defer this decision to
President Bush and his running mate.
Enter* the chundi and calling God during
desperate times is a hypocritical activity or
maybe BRIBING THE GOD.
This is the time to unite the country
under Dernocratk leadership. The whole

A

If the United States does not take a correct
direction we should not expect other countries to assume personal responsbility and
k-ad their people out of powny and corruption.

I strongly bdiese that, despite some
shortcomings, Bill Clinton will work well
with the democratically controlled Congress
and bring this country back to its basic
premise i.e. a country which is gowrned
by the people, and not wealthy special interest groups who have no personal integrity
Mahmoud Ascad
hemorry hofcs,or

Writer needs a h e
This letter is in response to the endless
whines of one Brooke Shdby Biggs femme
fatale, self-appointed victim, and poisonpen -pecker of the week. We’re hardly
unpacked, only to have our sensibilities
assailed with some of the most vicious
hacking rw experienced in my lifetime. For
someone who wants to be accepted, loved,
and respected, Brooke did a masterful job of
trashing half of the human race, with one of
the more colorful, hate-mongering diatribes
of the century. She just may have a future as
a Illieral columnist.
I can see the Republican convention may
have been scary for some; what with all
those Christians desperately trying to reestablish some semblance of morality in
America. Let me tell you what scares me.
What scares me is the fact that a major
political party sees God, with His HolierThan-Thou attitude as being in the way of
their policies, programs and behavioral
choices.
My message to Brooke is this: Get a life
Brooke. Trying to orginize your life around
penis envy is a losing proposition. You cat*
win. Your preoccupation with your sex life is
tel news, and not intensting
Michelle Camargo
Senior, Graphic Design
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Age and disease can’t erase dear memories
things you take for
Some
granted. Like being able
to breathe. But on this
oppressive July day, the
air was too thick to slip by the
lump in my throat. Asphalt,
100-degree temperatures and
grief had come together and
spun upward into my neck to
form a knot.
On the edge of the parking lot, a
man in a wheelchair sat beneath a
decaying gazebo staring out into
the trees. As my sister, my baby
niece, my mother and I strolled
wordlessly past, the man surprised
us.
"Hot enough for ya? Tlisay it’ll
get up to 105 today’ he barked. I
looked at him and forted a smile.
He shuffled his wheeldiair forward
with his bony legs, and resumed
his vacant vigiL
As we stepped through the
nursing home’s doors, a gust of
frigid air rushed out. It smelled of
age and disinfectant, battling
against one anothet The lobby was
erriPtY
Mom led us to a rickety elevator, which shuddered all the way up
to the second floor. We all dutifully
watched the floor of the car, map(
my niece, who gurgled in her own
innocent pleasure.
As we stepped out, we were met

by the distant but unmistakable
sound of yelling. In a room to our
left, several residents in wheelchairs
(the "better" ones, as they were
known on the Alzheimer’s ward)
were arguing user the television set.
One woman emerged, fiercely profelling her chair past us. She glans’
and growled something unintelligible our way
We walked up the ramp toward
the hospital wing. A sensor on the
wall was blaring; a resident had
wandered, and the electronic "tag’
strapped to his ankle had spoiled
his escape plans. A young, weary
nurse retrieved him, and spoke to
him softly.
"But I don’t want to go back"
he plead, to no avail.
In an adjacent hallway, one
patient in a wheelchair was
attempting to peril another tavard
the reception desk Their progress
was slow bin SUM, until their chairs
got tangled and they were stopped.
They didrit seem to notice, and the
man behind kept padding along,
his socks slipping on the linoleum.
One woman, in five layers of
blouses and sweaters, approached
me as I held baby Shelby on my
hip.
"Oh, what an adorable child!"
she said. "I low old?"
I replied, "Nine months. She’s a

very well-billawd little girt’ Before
I finished the second sentence, the
woman was conducting a serious
conversation with a doorjamb.
Once the nurses had dressed
my grandfather, combed his hair
and sat him up in his bed, we wait
in to see him. Outside the door was
a freshly lettered temporary sign
wading "Warren Tree’
His "roommate" looked at us
and smiled. A moment later he was
pounding the armrests of his
wheelchair and shouting something about not meaning to kill
anyone Then he fell quiet again.
Grandpa grinned when he saw
us. I know that twinkle in his eye
when I see it. I used to see it regulaxly, but since Alzheimer’s Disease
began corroding his personality,
such moments had become rare.
Re a moment on this day however,
I guessed he remembered something of our adventures in the past
22 years. Maybe he flashed on the
time 1 caught him cheating me at
gin rummy Or the day we ate Cadbury chocolate bars until we were
sick.
Grandpals eyes were there, but
the rest of him was unfamiliar. He
was skeletal and pale. He hadn’t
eaten in three weeks, except for
water and a kw sips of a milkshake
everyday

Brooke Shelby Biggs

So ...What’s Your
Point?
We asked him how he liked the
nurses, and he grinned. He managed a few words, asked for his wife
(who he had begun to confuse
with his long-dead mother), and
reached out for our hands. I stood
at his shoulder and held his haggard hand. I brushed his hair off
his forehead and he sighed deeply
His breath came hard and troubled.
I picked my niece up and
leaned her over the bed. Grandpa
grabbed her tiny pink hand and
brightened. As we left. I kissed my
grandfather on the forehead, my
lips meeting a papery, cold surface.
He looked at me, and we understood each other.
’Get some rest, Grandpa, and
keep those nurses on their toes:’ I
said, and waved.
Ilvo days later, Grandpa was
free. Now perhaps we can both
breathe easier.
Brooke Shelby itiggs usually has a
column on Wednesdays.

Bridging the rift between religion and science
now exists in the
Arift
soul of Western man.
On one side stands
organized Christ ianity, with its rigid tenets involving
the Virgin Birth of Christ and
other miracles.
On the other stands Rationalism, with its unbridled faith in
human intellect and its contempt
for things spiritual.
Between the two extremes lies
the chasm that holds the rest Most
of the rest are people who have lost
sight of spirituality and life’s higher
questions entirely Personal spiritual
growth has been abandoned for
hedonism or simply spiritual
lethargy. Though many retain a
vestigial Christian belief, these
unfortunates exist in a dangerous

abyss of materialism, befogged by
an elixir of ignorance and indifference. Such an exigence is an empty
limbo, threatening to the spirit of
life and undermining man’s place
in the minks.
Appearing in stark contrast to
the utterly lost is my group, the
unnamed group, the group far to
&TM to univemilly accept the titk
"New Age:’ We can accept neither
the dogma of the Christian Church
nor the myopia of the scientific
establishment, though either or
both systems may interest us
We must individually discover
both the nature of and the path
toward spiritual attainment, and we
refuse to be delimited in our
starches,
We accept responsibility for the

mistakes we make along the way,
and we forgive ourselves. We seek
wholeness rather than perfection.
We embrace oven-mindedness as
the key to learning.
For us life is a grand experiment
of which we are both subject and
conductor.
Though gatherings are very
meaningful, spirituality is an
intensely personal thing for me.
Catching an unexpected lungful of
sharp, aid, dean air, listening to an
emotionally gripping piece of
piano music or making a clever
lay-up; these are spiritual experiences, as is looking into the eyes of
someone who also sees.
Modes of seeking and models
attainment may come from many
sources, but ultimately contact with

Brian Wachter

Writers Forum
a higher reality must come from
within each alas, for what is ever
recognized which is not first
kraavn?
In a world and an America
evolving toward greater cultural
proximity and coexistence, tolerance and an ability to draw wisdom from varied traditions will
prove to be an essential skill for
those who will synthesize the
future of Western spirituality from
the fragments of a Christian past
and a rationalistic present.

How has the budget crisis affected you? Let us know with a letter.
Do you need to find a second job? Are you
not getting the classes you nerd to graduate?
Write us.
The Spartan Daily provides a daily Forum
page. Contributors to the page are encouraged
from students, staff, faculty and others who are
interested in the university large.
Any letter or column for the forum page
must be turned in to Letters to the Editor box in
the Spartan Daily newsroom, Dwight Bentel
Hall 209, during regular business hours.
Submissions may also be mailed to the
Forum Editor, The Spartan Daily, Department
of Journalism and Mass Communications, San
jose State University, One Washington Square,

San Jose, CA, 95191
Artides and letters mast contain the author’s
name, phone number, address and major (if a
studea).
Contributions must be typed or submitted
on a 35" disk
Submissions become property of the Spartan
Daily and will be edited for grammar, libel and
length.
C.ategaries available to non-Daily gaff writers
are
Campus Viesvpoint 300-500 word essays on
current campus, political or personal issues.
Submissions should be wdl mouthed.

Letters to the Editor: Up to 200 words
responding to a certain issue or point of view.
Other articles appearing on this page are:
Reporter’s/Editor’s forum: Opinion pieces
written by Spartan Daily staff writers/editors
which do not necesguily reflect the views of the
Spartan Daily, the department of Journalism
and Mass Communication or SJSU. Reporters
are prohibited from writing opinions on issues
they have cowed for news stories.
Editorials: Unsigned opinion pieces that
express the majority opinion of an editorial
board comprised of Spartan Daily editors and
reporters.
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THE SAN JOSE STATE CALENDAR

Today

horn Ittge I

PANHELLENIC: ’ .r,,t[ty KuJI,Jrientation, noon, S.U. Umunhurn km,

Monday 31
CAREEER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT: Marketing yourself for
engineeririg jobs, 1 pin. Engineering rm. 189, call 924-6033.

CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT: On-campus interview
preparation, 12130 p.m, S.U. Costanoan km. call 924-6033.

Tuesday 1
BABTIST STUDENT MINISTRIES: Lifestyle meeting, noon- 1 p.m.,
S.U. Pacheco rm, call 723-0500.

CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT: Co-op orientation, 2 pm,
Of

Parking: New
services available
to help get
students here

1, call 924-6033

CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT: On-campus interview
preparation, 330 pm, S.U. Costanoan km., call 9246033..

PHI CHI THETA: Bowling night, 8 p.m., S.U. lanes 1-4, call 739-6879.
SOCIETY OF WOMEN ENGINEERS Kick off BBQ 1230 -2 p.m., BBQ
pits across from Event Center, call 287-8863.

SpartaGuide is available to SJSU students, faculty and staff organizations for free.
Deadline is 5 p.m., two days betbre publication. Forms are available at the Spartan
Daily, DBI1209. loosed space may tree reducing the number of entries.
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New Yosemite license plates offered
Lovers
SACRAMENTO (AP)
of Yosemite National Park’s scenic vistas could emblazon those views on
their car license plates for a $50 fee
under a bill sent to the governor
Thursday

oast $50 above the normal whit.* registration and property tax fee.
The money raised would go to the
Yosemite Foundation, a nonprofit
organization that preserves and
restores the park

The bill, approved 65-2 by the
Assembly, would mate a special new
license plate with a full view of park
scenery. The voluntary plate would

The bill also allows other orranizatrots with at least 5,0tX) participants to
get a similar special license plate with a
distinctive design or decal

77Zakita. Presents

MR. BI

WITH SPECIAL GUESTS

HARDLINE

in this direction.
There are several services available
to commutes, including bus and ligbt
rail for most of Santa Clara County,
Besides that there are free personal Services offered by both the university
and the Santa Clara County Trans- AREncY
If a student is nervous about using
public transportation, the university
can arrange an escort for accompaniment on a first ride. There are also
other services, which include or pool
matching and several van pods.
"It’s nice have somebody else to
worry about traffic and gas’ said Kristen Brazil, a liberal studio senior who
has used the Highway 17 Express bus
in the past.
Financial difficulties and time constraints have made it inconvenient for
her to take the bus over the hill every
day this sernester, something that rinils
true for many others who commute to
"As soon as sthool is out, I need to
get directly to work in order to get
enough hours in to actually save some
money for next semester); said Brazil,
who lives in the Watsonville area
She has found other ways to avoid
the familiar traffic jams on Seventh
and 10th streets and used one of them
on the first day of classes.
"By taking the Santa Clara-Alum
Rock oat, I bypassed all of the firstday-of-school traffic:’ Brazil saidMonthly ffash passes and Highway
17 Express passes are available at a discounted rate to students through the
business office in the Student Union,
and brodiures about commuting and
transportation services are available at
the Information Center in the Student
Union.
More information about car and
van pooling, bus schedules and routes,
and escort and other free services
offered by the university is available by
calling 924-RIDE.

an Jost,
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Class chaos: Troubles with adding
17111711t0!

management major, was dropping a
class and trying to add Spanish.

"There are quite a few (sections);
plus let trying to fit it into my time
sthedule."
Maras Oliver, a freshman business major, was dropping a psychology class and adding an English class.
"I went to my counselor and he’s
busy right now. I have an appointmet
fir next week, but I cunt Wail that lone
Natalia Lau, a freshman business

San Jose

’Another class had a waiting list as
king as the class list I din& they’ll open
(India section because of imago publens."
Jennifer Leong, a senior
mechanical engineering major, was
hoping to get into a class which was
canceled and then reopened
"thie teacher meek me take a quiz

to add the class which I thought was
stnimeu
Rob Leach, a junior finance
major, said a lot of teachers aren’t saying if they’ll take adds.
’According to this, it looks like it’s
open, and I can still carh the 5:30 train
back"
Theresa Henn, a junior health
science major, transferred from Monterey Peninsula College and had just
found out she needs English I B.

oite

WELCOME DAY ’92
10am - 2pm
September 2, 1992
7th Street Plaza
Club Pack Giveaway
Free Ice Cream
served by

your

favorite campus celebrities

’Blues Band

FREE STUDENT
CHECKING

Martial Arts

Free G.W. Pens when
you open an account.
Visit Great Western
on campus August 26.
September 3 in front of
the Student Union or
come by our office.

*And More!

Campus Contacts
SJSU Choral iers

I I 1 N. Market Street
554-7327

FEATURING NEAL SCHON FROM JOURNEY
AND

ELECTRIC BOYS
BIGWIG TOUR

I VENT CENTER
AT SAN JOSE STATE
7PM

SATURDAY

AUGUST 29

CHARGE BY PHONE 408 448 BASS 510 761 BASS
SILL GRAHAM PRESENTS

MIDNIGHT MUNCHIES!
OPEN LATE
TILL
3:00 am
Thurs, Fri,
Sat

11,1!sc’’

". a
_4
4

-

4

4-7pm Mon - Sat
1/2 price off Nachos’
EMI

11=110

4

4

114AV

Rock’n Happy Hour!
?

l1

........

WE CAN GET YOU CYCLING
FOR UNDER 82
Introducing the newest additions to the
Performance Bicycle tine! We wanted to
build affordable bikes that lived
up to our reputation for
quality and value
Our answers: the X-403
and X-503 These ore the
perfect rood or trail bikes; fun
ride, inexpensive and require little maintenance

We’ve given these
two models the
same attention to componentry and
safety as all our other Performance
bikes. The X-403 is an 18 speed
for 189.00, and the X-503 is o
6 speed for 119.00. Both bikes
are equiped with Shimano SIS indexed
shifting and Dia-Compe cantilever brakes for safety and reliability

41

A

4
I

PERFORMANCE BIKE SHOP - LARGEST SELECTION, LOWEST PRICES
Giro
*PERFORMANCE GONE-11X
Rollerblade BATTAGL1N
USCIF CERTIFIED MECHANICS SERVICE ANY BRAND OR MODEL BIKE, ALL BACKED BY THE PERFORMANCE 100% GUARANTEE

cp 413,
Aef’,.1;r* (bot
0’4-c9-Q‘vszeb/S
on)
.....
?

1646 S. BASCOM AVE.
CAMPBELL, CA 95008
408-559-0496
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Marsugi’s hosts ’Something Recognizable’ Sunday night
BY StAs 1,0011H
Before getting too seriously reacquainted with the margins of the
printed page, write yourself into the
margin of the San Jose music scene at
Marsugi’s Sunday night as they host
the final installment of "Something
Recognizable: a local talent showcase
which boasts the finest in underground acoustic and semi -acoustic
San Jose bands
The lineup, which in the past has
boasted such acts as the Jackdaws,
Swizzle Sticks and I Otfth Monkey, features a good cross-section of San Jose
talent.
Performances this time around
range from the acoustic stylings of
Chris Slagel and Lisa Recker, to the
haunting duo Dolo Roan, to the graciously inert-rent Public Domain.
Organized by San Jose musician
Tony Robins, the series was designed
to provide a forum for otherwise
unknown kx:al bands. Robins decided
to christen it "Something Recognizable’ to reflect the tight-knit community ofkxal musicians.
"It’s not a commercial thing,"
Robins said. "The spirit of it is smalltime musicians who do something
recognizable We’re all friends, and we
want to share what we do with others:’
Underscoring this notion of a cumllama y of musicians is that most of
the artists on the bill have worked
together at various times on various
Prnictis
Robins, a guitarist of fourteen years,
came to San Jose from Oakland nine
years ago. lie and Public Domain
bassist Jack Beavers, have played in a
series of bands, the most notable being
Fringe.
A Monday night Marsugi’s main
gay, Fringe combined noise-rock and
complete with
performance art
shopping cart drum kit and sinxikaa I
sex and violence with way too
much beer and not enough practice
It, produce a bizarre carnival of musi
cal deterioration
Robins, 30, has since settled down,
hooking up with vocalist Julia Sanasar
ian to form the more stable I)olo

Roso, one of Sunday night’s featured
acts. Sanasarian’s strong but fragile
voice is the perfect compliment to
Robins’ intricate picking and brooding
mekxlies.
After only three months together,
the pair have developed a powerful
sound vsell worth checking out.
Chns Slagel is also a longtime veteran of the local scene. Ex-guitarist for
San Jose’s own Endmen, Slagel
released a handful of albums with the
band. After relocating to San Francisco, he met current bandmate Lisa

Recker. I he two -instantly recognized
each other’s insanity’ said Slagel.
That "insanitY’ hia proven productive. Slag& aggrmive approach to the
guitar together with their more subtle,
groose-oriented songwriting is engaging.
"We try to focus on clarity and
emotion’ said Slagel. "We try to identify with the audiencewith what
they’re really into:’
Rounding out the amplified weirdness portion of the show is Public
Domain. Drawing its musical inspira-

’The spirit ofit is small-time musicians who do
something recognizable."
Tony Robins
San lose Musician

LOOKING FOR
HOUSING?
Consider On-Campus Housing at J U
CONVENIENT

Sorority Rush

double rooms
meals included
payment plans available

Friday, August 26Tuesday, September 1

Spartan Village

. er.

single student apartments

I,.
Register at the Student Activities
Office or at the tables in front of
the Student Union

Undergrads/Grads Welcome!
’0

Includes...
Paid Utilities

Orientation is Friday, August 2g
at noon in the Umunhum Room,
Student Union
It

L-,

AFFORDABLE

Residence Halls

Membership Recruitment

Call 924-6160
Or pick up an application at University !lousing Services, Joe West Hall.
PHOTO DRIVE -UPS

Call 924-5964 for more
information

11TH ST.
PHOTO &
7
COPY

RANDz
PENINGC

Must Have 2.0 GPA and at least 9 units
if

and edut ators like your professors to develop the 1I-68 and
the fl-MS. -that’s why they’re
so highly recommended.
For engineering students, the
1168 solves up to five simultaneous equations, has complex
number functions and offers
formula programming.
The 1I-85 builds on the
power of the 11.68 by adding a
wide range of graphing tapahil
ities. Math students can 11.111,11,
calculus problems more
And technit al students 0‘AV
the funr tions for a better
um idersi ii ding it problems.
The 11-85 also handles

SMARR
SEAM

A .1

euw

IA11

RLS

505 E. SAN CARLO S.
AT 11TH ST.
SAN JOSE
2 BLOCKS FROM
SAN JOSE STATE
PHONE 287-1111

FULL SERVICE COPY CENTER
FEA1 URING XEROX 5090, CANON COLOR

FILM DEVELOPING
OVERNIGHT ROLL SERVICE

FAX SERVICES
SENDING & RECEIVING

11TH ST. P & C COUPON
complex numbers. Matrices.
Vectors. Lists. Strings. Plus, it
offers a rx AVeril I ( me-equation
SOLVER.
Try a 11-68 or 11-85 at
your local TI retailer today.
An, I ,tart working smarter.
In
’(liii

Cable TV Access

Telephone/On-Campus Service

Sorority Rush Parties arc
Friday thru Tuesday

WORK SMARTER.
NOT HARDER.
Eilgineering student!
’smart.
Math or is 11:111.1:
AISO smart.
On tests, you probably run
equations over again to make
sure they’re right. So you’re
working harder.
m don’t have to do that
anymore. Not when y(91 use
the 1I-68 Advanced Sk tentific
or 11-85 (;raphics ( ’alculator,
with their last equation replay
feature -- and many other
smart functions.
We’ve spent years with
students like you

lion from guitarist Jim Carrico’s affectation for bad low song, the band is a
funky pastiche of 1950’s teen-pop rarody, ja2zy improvisation and high-tail
sound manipulation
And they do a mean cover of
Weird Al’s own twisted "One More
Mime’

IM In In 11111

INN

FILM DEVELOPING & PRINTING SPECIAL
GRAND OPENING SPECIAL

.99

BRING YOUR 110, 126, 135 OR
TH ST
DISC COLOR FILM TC
PHOTO & COPY, ANY NUMBER
OF EXPOSURES (12, 24, OR 36),
AND GET 3 1/2" PRINTS BACK
AT ONE LOW PRICE

TEXAS
INSTRUMENTS

ANY SIZE ROLL

OR GET 4" PRINTS BACK WHEN
YOU HAVE YOUR ROLL DEVELOPED
AND PRINTED FOR ONLY

$

4.99

GRAND OPENING SPECIAL GOOD ONLY AT
11TH ST. PHOTO & COPY - EXPIRES 9/11/92

I
I

5 X 7 ENLARGEMENTS
FROM YOUR 110, 126 135 OR DISC COLOR NEGS
8 X 10 ENLARGEMENTS
FROM YOUR 126 OR 135PAM COLOR REGIS
40, VALID *DU OTHER ORDERS

$1 29
$249

IMIST AC, OMPA NY INCOMING ORDER

EXPIRES WIPE
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11TH ST Pa C COUPON

COPIES

I I

11TI-. ST PHOTO& COPY OFFERS YOU
THE LATEST TECHNOLOGY IN COPIERS
XEROX 5090 - 1.30 COPIES PER MINUTE
BINDING AND MUCH MORE!

EACH
8 112 X11

WHITE

11TH ST P

- 20*

SELF SERVICE COPIERS
AVAILABLE
LCOMB NH

A

IM

MANE QUAL!TY COLOR COPIES FROM YOUR COLOR.
PHOTOGRAPHS.;:,’ARTS )RAWINGS AND MORE
II GRLA1 WAY TO MAKE PROFESSIONAL
ORE SENTA..
T ION TRANSPARENCIES’
II

I
I
I.
I I
U.
83/2 X ’15
I I
II FAX SENDING & RECEIVING
I.
SECOND PAGE
I I
U. SENT OR RECEIVED
U.
I.
I.
I.
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she +nk5 all I ever do if go
+hrou9k Phases: ’You changed your major
again? Now if’s Ethnic Dance Formr ? &eh
are you goin3 +0 con* to your fences and
picic sornethins femible ? (131-1) Well, I
suec51 juri another phafe: So I foici her,
’Give me a break Ma.i meat, I kep+ the
came phone company a/tri)ur
She wac impreqed."
Motn,

o matter what phase of college life you’re in, AT&T can
help you through it. Just choose AT&T Long Distance.
And you’ll become a member of AT&T Student Saver
Plus, a line of products and services designed specifically to meet
your needs while you’re in college.
Our Reach Our Plans can save you money on AT&T Long Distance,

matter when and where you call. Call Manager* will separate your
AINI’
Long Distance calls from those your roommates make. The
Studen+
AT&T Calling Card lets you call from almost anywhere to anywhere.
Saver
Nur
Also, when you sign up for AT&T, your first call is free**
And with AT&T, you’ll get the most reliable long distance service.
no
So ask about AT&T Student Saver Plus. You too, will be impressed.

AT&T

To sign up for AT&T Student Saver Plus, call 1800654-0471 Ext. 848.
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MORIN= hum lisw I
center, replacing the injured Mike
Moak:non. Pope started at either the
off-guard or point guard position for
in psi of the Season.
As a freshman, Dunlap was suspended fir two games by Morrison
fix yfi kiting team rules.
In May, both Dunlap and Pope
spike out Ana their frustrations with
the offense Morrison used last year
and the way things were going with
the team
Hunter pm too
Along with the departure of Dunlap and Pope, ihe basketball team has
also I. ist senior hirward/guard Ivory
file I hinter.
I hinter decided to transfer to
I )(main& ui ( Alege in San ssafael to
play fir his k inner comineirtit y UAW
tflit
".1 It reason I’m leaving is that I
hay.. an imusual oppoitunity to play
for a kungtime friend who was my former junk r o liege coach’: Morrison
mad from fi prepared stiaetnem male
by I hinter.
"I fed I’ll have a better opportunity
to show my skills as a point guard in
die s)saem at I finninitan :Aye
!lower was a highly publici7ed
ny ruit for Morrison and his coaching
stall. I hinter was an honorable AllAnter
selection after averaging 23
points and 13 rebounds at Bucks
(icitirrninfty ’A illege in Bristol, Penn.
hit’ to last season, I hinter was
ted as one of the team’s leading
.thors. But at the beginning of last
seas( ii, I linger si Ilford front a series is
thigh bruise and sat out several woks
of !mining.
"I he was always behind in terms of
ronilit kitting and in terms of knowing
tvi hit we walks] to d( i’ Minimise said.
I hinter sat on the betlill lor tell st
of last season as a backup small forward. I le &hit start a single guile
lunter will be playing under
I )(manic-1m coach Steve Smith, a forting ;issistant at Buck’s County. Smith
will ill his first year as I haninicans
h.
kich
oink an ;ollege has an enrolln olabiald ND students,
Its basketball team plays in the
’,Loh inn Assixiation of Intercollegiate
thlohs

A ti.Kistion of controversy

SPARIAN DAILY

rv

Athletic cuts: SJSU readies itself for future problems, looks to private donations for help
bum Awe I
income and shared game receipts
from other schools within the conference also provide revenue, Brennan
said. In addition, fundraising efforts
such as gulf tiiumament.s and auctions
have helped the Spartan Foundation
raise money.
Last year, the athletic department
offered $646,000 in melts sthotarships
and $313,000 in women, seholarships.
"We overcame problems last fiscal
year. We are one of the few colleges to
balance their budget;’ Amman said. In
last year’s l’hase I of budget cuts,
impknxnted by Gov Pete Wilson, the
athletic department was forced to cut
$280,000. It expects another $208,000
reduction this year in Phase II budget
rounds.
"Wye reorg-ani7ed the department
and asked coaches to be as lean as
possible’,’ Brennan said Cost-cutting
steps will include consolidating pronx ii nil materials.

temlap and the loss of
an. just two more incidents in
.1 tagline of controversies for the
,,I.ott ,,iskitball pri want
he di ewlet urn of the team’s forbegan Antoci four )11.11S as
1 1.11..11. 17, 19159,
of the limas 14
ow ott theis head coadi
is au. lewd Kerry ofver1.111).; them, and the tell111 Was
!hi! Ise milk is’ rim’s, to finish
Ow seisi at iii Marsh 10 that year lkiry
was find ;Ind tklOrlist ill Was him!
Ih n the problems iiiiriitticcI.
The next seamen, 1 hinlap and the
teanis lead iny s«srer, Troy Baptiste,
mow %imposter] by .stialison for two
I

The training table will be consolidated; all athkits will eat in the Dining
Commons, a savinp of about $20,000.
’If we had to cut into equipment
budget, that wouldn’t be good:’ said
Sam Pirana SJSU head baseball coach
"We’ve taken small hits in some areas,
but we’ll do fundraisers as an insurance policy.’
"We’ll make the necessary adjustments:’ said Stan Morrison, SJSU’s
head basketball coach. With uniforms
only a year old and equipment at a
lower cost compared to other sports,
he behests his team fares welL
"We’ll play shins against skin if we
have to’ Morrison joltecL
In comparison to other denartments, SJSU athletics has done well,
Brennan said. Volunteers, interns and
graduate assistants are filling in areas

left open by the budget cuts.
Strong measures have also been
taken at other schools to balance the
budget.
At CSU Long Beach, the football
team was eliminated, contributing to
an overall program savings of $1.3
million, according to Cal State Long

It you’re tired of paying more
and getting less, bring this ad into
set Plus. You II save up to $69 on
furnishings tailor-made for students
and smaller living spaces.

Futon Fantastic
our special futon price includes a
fielding pine frame and double size mattress. Comfy seating by
day, cozy bedding by night!
Futon and Frame.

They ask you: "Do Yali want
to go to the 1.11P?
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Students Subscriptions.
An evening at San Jose Rep
Is different every time. For
the price of a movie, you can
see live theatre that Is
exciting and original. How
can you resist when we are
throwing In dinner, too?
Join the hundreds of
students who make up the
Rep’s preview performances.
Choose a Sunday at 2 or
7pm; Tues, Wed or Thur at
8pm It’s a great time for a
great price.
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Woody Guthrie

by Jane Anderson Jan 10
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American Song

by Miry Chew Dec 5
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See five great plays
for only $38 or
Choose pnv three for $24’
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At CSU Sacramento, the athletic
department finished approximately
$10,000 in the fed, according to Joyte
athletic bitsines manager kw
the Ilornets. The 16 percent cut sustained by the athletic department has
cost the Hornets its swimming program, Wilson said.

Beach Associate Athletic Director
Dan Radakosidt Athletic scholarships
went from 156 to 102 idler Cal State
Long Beach dropped its football program, leaving it with only $351,000 in
available athletic scholarship funds
comparhi to SJSU’s estanated hinds of
$1 million to $1.1 million.

Student fees reduced!

They’re gorgeous...
They have great personalities!

headloneo

Where you can afford to be different. ’

Feb 5

The Innocents isnowning 0.03.0
by williern Archbold Met 14

IFREE dinner
coupens

Apt 10

Rumors ;10.000 laughs)

Mthirion this ad when subscribing
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KLIV has donated air time for cnvering the Spartan football team, a savings of $200 a game, according to
Vince Lopopolo, KLIV general man-
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LEVERAGE YOUR CAREER
AT
STANDARD
MICROSYSTEMS
CORPORATION

We want ’STARS" We can advance/accelerate career growth through hands
on experience with significant protect responsibility arid through educational
assistance
We have a wide range of technologies such as, gate array to 200k
transistors, full custom chip design analog design high volume pcb board des.),
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SMC is a world leader in Local Area Network
adapters tor PCs SMC sells over one million Ethernet
and Token Ring IAN adapters a year With approximately
100 employees. SMC’s Irene Operations provides a small
company environment where your effort us belt

SMC develops and manufacturers advanced design IAN equipment. LSI
devicesond PC software Gain the experience of bringing new PC hardwdro
and software products to market in an aggressive technology driven company

mommws staying optimistic

hour 11011d

World Leader

Requirements
a Challenge4iesponsibility, We’re looking for people with a
practical flair for engineering to develop new products in the following areas
Can you accept

VLSI/HARDWARE DESIGN Design full and semi custom
LAN chips and communication system products
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210 pound forward Aaron Adams
III Nil I Iniglievkil(Amtimussity ( ilk
and 6 It A4 Javier %Rata from (:ertitos

SOF TWARE Develop device drivers and utilities for SMC’s
Ethernet, Token Ring, and LAN adapters Device drivers
are developed for NetWare, NDIS. DOS, 0S/2. UNIX. and
Windows Ni
Interested?
Cindy Ragogneth
Standard Microsystems Corporation
6 Hughes. Irvine, CA 92718
or fax to (714) 7072311
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World Events
0 Czech, Slovak
leaders to split
Czechoslovakia
BRNQ Czednosiovalda (AP) - Czedioslovalcia will be no more after Jan. 1, the leaders of
the Czech arid Slovak republics say
Czedn Premier Vadav Klaus and his Slovak
counterpart Vladimir Meciar, who agreed in
principle to break up the 74-year-old federation
in June, said after talks Wednesday that they
agreed on the timetable.
But they added much further consultation
was needed to complete the COUritrYS peaceful
dissolution, referred to as evelvet divorce’ after
the Velvet Revolution toppled the communists
in 1989.
The split must be approved by three-fifths of
the 300-member federal parliament in Prague.
Opposition is likely from the strong left-wing
&lion, but Klaus has said he is sure the agreement will pass.
’On January 1, there will be two republics,
two states’ said Mediat
am sure we shall be able to form better
relations with Slovakia than we have now,’ said
Macs.
Irreconcilable disputes have developed over
the pace and scope of economic reforms since
the ouster of the Communists in 1989.
Five million of Czechosloyakids 15 million
people live in Slovakia, the country’s smaller
eastern third. Unemployment has soared in
Slovakia, while rnost residents of the wealthier
Czech republic are anxious to complete the
switch to a market economy.
The Czech republic, which includes the
Czech lands of Bohemia and Moravia, have yet
to decide on a name for their new country if
the split is finalized. Their capital would remain
in Prague, the Czechoslovak capital. Slovakia’s
capital is Bratislava.
Klaus and Meciar said that during September they will submit to parliamert two constitutional laws, one dissolving the federation and
the other dividing its powers and goods.
Under the timetable set Wednesday after
eight hours of talks in Brno, the two sides will
work out a padcage of treaties in October, leaving November and December to imn out any
remaining prcblems.
Klaus and Meciar said it was necessary to
finalize the partition by the end of the rar in
order to be able to prepare separate budgets for
1993.
The republics will start out with the same
cutrency the aown, but will issue separate currencies some time next year, Klaus said, adding
the new currencies would have a fixed rate of
etchange.
Both leaders have said they will coordinate
foreign and defense policies and economic
reform on the basis of a pad cage of treaties.
Leftist parliamentarians say Meciar and
Klaus should not be permitted to settle the
republic’s future, and urge a referendum.
Meciar and Klaus say a plebiscite would merely
prolong the inevitable breakup and make it
nacre costly.

SPARTAN DAILY

Although Meciar and Klaus have agreed
that a breakup is necessary, they have been at
odds over futtue Cze:h-Slovalc relations.
Meciar prefers a confederation giving SoyaIda international recognition but keeping ties to
Czech industry, as a safety net
Klaus has called for a dean break and a subsequent ’network of treaties’ defining economic cooperation.
The talks in Brno, capital of the Moravia
region of the Czech republic, 110 miles east of
Prague, were the sixth in a series between
Meciar and Klaus.

@ Iraq threatens
force over "No
Flight" decree
BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) - Iraq said it will
not tolerate the allies’ "no-fly zone’ over Shiite
Muslim rebels in southern Iraq, calling it an
effort to split up the country.
The government also threatened to expel
U.N. guards from Kurdish areas of northern
Iraq if the flight ban is carried out.

’We will consider the
invasion ofour air
space as an act of
aggression and we
would resist it.’
Abdul al-Amir Al Anbari
Ainhassider

’rags neighbors were divided over the allied
action to take effect this evening, Baghdad
time, the latest move to pressure Saddam Hussein.
There was no immediate response from
officials in Baghdad, but Iraq’s envoy at the
United Nations said it would not abide by the
order to keep its warplanes out of a "no-Fly
zone covering the southern third of the country.
State media Wednesday said the order
woukl walk in the partition of the nation.
"The new move is aimed at disintegrating
Iraq along sectarian and ethnic lines:’ The
Baghdad Observer wrote.
"Our great people are on a state of alert, unified and angry along with their leadership and
armed forces and are ready to fight the enemies
and to foil their Zionist-imperialist schernes:’
said Al-Thawra newspaper, yoke of the ruling
Baath patty
A taxi driver said the plan can only bring
rnore trouble for Iraq. Like many Iraqis, he did
not want his name published. People in this
tightly controlled society said they were solidly
behind Saddam or did not yoke criticism publicly.
At the United Nations, Ambassador Abdul
al-Amir Al-Anbari stood firm on Baghdad’s

earlier rejection of the allits’ warning.
"We will consider the invasion of our airspace as an act of aggression and we would
resist it, even by forte, if necessary,’ Al-Anbari
said.
It was not known whether Hussein would
challenge the allied flight ban with force. In the
past Iraq has often made defiant pronouncements but backed down under pressure.
Iraqi Deputy Premier Tariq Aziz on
Wednesday warned U.N. Undersecretary-General Jan Eliasson that if the "no-Fly zone" is
implemented, the presence of the 120 U.N.
guards protecting the Kurds in northern Iraq
wouid no longer be tolerator
The Iraqi Embassy in Moscow also issued a
statement condemning the warning as interference in Iraq’s dornestic affairs and urging all the
peoples of the world to "express their denunciation of the epoch of neocolonialism and domination, which Washington, London and Paris
are trying to foist upon the world:’ the Itar-Tass
news agency reported
The statement echoed past Iraqi appeals to
Arab or Third World solidarity in its dashes
with the United States and the United Nations.
The confrontation began with Hussien’s
invasion of Kuwait in August 1990. After a
U.S.-led allied army forced Iraq to retreat, Hussein was faced with rebellion by Kurds in the
north and Shiites in the south
Kuwait favored the ban on Iraqi aircraft
below the 32nd parallel, an area that includes
the entire Iraq-Kuwait bordee
Enforcement of the "no-fly" order has been
complicated by the refusal of some Arab
nations to allown.
Egypt and Saudi Arabia are particularly
alarmed by the possibility of a Shiite
autonomous legion that would be allied to Shiite Iran. Saudi Arabia fears an expansion of
I raris influence in the Middle East. Egypt, Algeria and other nations are facing a growing fundamentalist movement.

U.S. Military
ready to begin
Somalia airlifts
MOMBASA, Kenya (AP) - After two
weeks of preparation and negotiation, the United States is ready to begin emergency food
flights Friday to Somalia, where chaos and danger reign in a land ravaged by drought and civil
War.

Marine Brig. Gen. Frank Libutti, in charge
of the U.S. military operation, said Thursday
that the first of six C-130 Hercules transport
plants would take off before dawn for Belet
Huen, 670 miles northeast of this Kenyan port
Since labutti’s team begin flying a week ago,
its eight C-130s and four G-141 Starlifters have
delivered about 925 tons of food to Somali
refugees and drought-stricken Kenyans in
northern Kenya.
But the focus of the aid operation ordered
by President Bush is the delivery of food to
Somalia, where 15 million people out of a population of 65 million are said to be in invnediate danwr of starvation.
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The direct flights were delayed by negotiations to arrange security both for the American
military personnel and for the food itself.
Widespread combat between competing dan
warlords has left Somalia in anarchy, and roving bandits have stolen humanitarian aid sent
into the country.
"Our mission, simply stated, is to deliver
food to the needy,’ Libutti said. "I’m absolutely
confident we’ve done our homework. My decision is we’re going to go. We can take food to
Somalia and fed good about it’
The food being flown in by U.S. planes is to
be distributed by the International Red Cross.
One of its demands, sticking large Red Cross
decals on the U.S. aircraft, was satisfied Thursday.
Both Libutti and Andrew Natsios, Bush’s
special coordinator for the Somalia effort,
called the Swiss-based organization the "real
heroes" of Somalian relief.
"They specialize in conflict situations’,’ Natsios said. "There is no conflict situation in the
world more chaotic and more dangerous than
Somalia’
The aid plan for Somalia, which forms the
Horn of Africa is designed to inaease pressure
on the warlords to stop fighting, Natsios said.
For now, most of the emergency food will go to
the country’s two southern zones, where the
warlords are least in control, Natsios said.

o Police reforms

restore confidence
in South Africa
PRE1ORIA, South Africa (AP) - The
govemnient announced a major police shakeup Thursday retiring 13 top generals and creating promotions for black officers to try to
restore confidence in a force accused of racism
and inciting violence.
But the main black opposition :cup, the
African National Congress. described the
changes as a "facelift, not a substantial diange
and said it objected to the government enacting
sudi reforms unilaterally
Opposition groups such as the ANC repeatedly have accused police of fomenting violence
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
REACH FOR THE STARS*
Find opportunities in campus lead
enter,. personal development,
cornmuuty swam & academic
excellence. Sign up for sacrity
nist, ft Student Acetates Office or
cal 9245964 for more info.
PEW: STUDENT DENT/U. PLAN
Office visits, teeth cleaned and
xrays - no ohne.
SAVE MONEY and your TEETH
Erroll now! For brochure see
A.S. Mee or
Cal 13036553225.
$5,000,000. MEDICAL /HEALTH
insisance coserage for students
thru Blue Cross el California.
Rates as be as $22. per month.
Also available are:
Pregnancy plan &
Dental plan.
1133 Saratoga Ave. San Jose.
(408) 252 7300
WANTED:
PSYCHOLOGY VOLUNTEERS
Reach oUt 3 hours per week
as a Community Friend, providng
somal support to those who
endure mental illness. We Ear.
408 4360606.
CUBA
FROM
VISITOR
Cuban youth leader, Ibis Alvisa
Gonzalez, from Havana, will make
two presentations on Wed. Sept.
2, in the Almaden room (Student
Union) at noon and In BC 14 at
7:30 pm. Her topic will be
’Cuban Youth, the Revolution. and
Cuba’s Role in the Wald Today’.
The public is nvited.
AFRICAN CONNECTION
BOOKSTORE
Books. magaznes, tapes arid
unique gift Items.
Hours: Tues. ttru Fn. 16 pm.
Sat. 106 pm. & Stn. 11 - 4 pm.
463S. Bascom Ase. San Jose.
4082793342

PARALEGAL CEFMFICATE,
Chapman Unnersity, Sunrrwale,
8 weekends. Sept 12.- NCN. 1.
(408) 734-5017.

AUTOMOTIVE
AUTO INSURANCE
Campus Insurance Seem
Special Student Prqrams
Saving SJSU for 20 years
’Great Rates for Good Dristas’
"Good Rates for NarGcod Driven"
SPECAL DISCOUNTS
"Good Student’
"Fomay Multica."
CALL TODAY
2965270
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE - NO OBUGATION
Also open Saturdays 9-2.

GREEK
FRATERNITY/ SORORITY INS.
Clip this notce
We nsure mere fratemites &
sonstes than any local nsuanoe
broker. If you have hod difficulty
obtain% compettre Mobility
and property coserap,es cal
(408) 2527300.

$7.00 PER HOUR JOBS
8 has shifts /Part or Fultime
DAY, SWING OR GRAVE SHIFTS
Exoetent benefits
No experience necessary,
We train.
WEEKLY PAY
Credit !Mon
Special jobs to $8.50 per hour.
Apply: 8 arn.-5 pm. Mondry Friday
Vanguard Searatty Sender
3212 Scott BMI. Santa Clara
Near 101 at Sat Tomas & Obott
DANCE TEACHERS!
Experience & car required
996-8955.
CASHIERS-CHEVRON Self Serve
Near campus. P/1 or F/T flexible
hours. $5.50/hr. to start4th and
Santa Clara Chevron,

7

among blacks, and many blacks see the police
as a repressive force perpetuating white domination.
Moreover, many black policemen are considered by other blacks to be sellouts to
apartheid.
The ANC pulled out of power-sharing talks
with the government in June to protest violence
in black townships, and the reforms appeared
aimed at getting it to return to negotiations.
The removal of so many senior commandos is also likely to have a major symbolic and
psychological impact on the police force, and
pressure officers of all ranks to fall in with
reforms aimed at ending rack policies
Law and Order Minister Hernus Kriel told a
news conference that several senior black officers would start a special course in September
and be promoted to major general if they pass.
Blacks were barred from such senior posts
under the apartheid system.
Kriel said that under the new system, other
officers who were denied promotions in the
past or discriminated against because of race
will now receive promotions.
The "sweeping initiatives" will restore trust
in the force and "heighten its effectiveness in
providing professional policing for everyone
Kriel said.
The constitutional affairs minister, Roelf
Meyer, told the news conference he was meeting with the ANC on resuming negotiations,
but would not commet further,
Government leaders, while denying police
instigate violence, acknowledge the need for
sweeping changes in police attitudes. Many
officers, charged with enforcing apartheid lavvs
in the past, have found it difficult to adjust to
political retools.
Kriel outlined various reforms Thursday,
including a unit to investigate cranes by police
officers; a new division to promote community
rdations; and moves to improve police training
and end discrimination
Kriel said 13 generals would retire as part of
the restructuring. Another five generals already
had planned to retire, he said.
The police force has 54 generals. About 56
percent of the force is non-white, but most
senior positions are held by whites. Just two
non-whites hold posts as brigadier generals

Phone: 924-3277 IN FAX: 924-3282
1 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
web at electnc kitchen, disheash
er, ar conditionsg, gated- covered
parking and on site lain iry.
TEACHER AT HIGH QUALITY drop Welt and airy. Quiet nice for staff.
n play center for 2-12 yr olds. Rex Oh for two. 1 block from campus.
From $670. / month.
PT sched. day, eve. weekends.
Aspen Vntage Tower.
Mn. 6 ECE WAS req. 12 pref. Kids
2974705.
Pak neat Oaerdge Mal 2818880.

LIFEGUARD-SWIM INSTRUCTORS POSTAL JOBS AVAILABLE!
needed immediately. Cl Chalet Many positions. Great benefits
Cal 18003383388 tut P 3310.
at 3567907 or 35113636.
PART-TIME St FULLMME
International Marketng fern
seeking ctynarnic, sellmotrvated
indrviduals to help build expandirg
South Bay area. 4083659869.
Sales and management
posanns available.
SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS
Teachers & Substautes.
*Medical / Dental Benefits.
Sick & Vacation Pay.
’Employee Childcare Credit.
Emplosee Referral Bows.
Now hiring for before and after
school age child care programs
aid preschool prcerarns.
Minim= 12 units ECE
or related course work
(i.e. elementary Ed. or recreation).
Also Meng credential students or
equivalent to work in MC private
elementary as nstruchonal ads.
We are offering FT. PT, spin shifts
and flex hours far students.
Cal (408) 257-7328
for an interview
or further information.

DELIVERY DRIVERS & CASHIERS
DAY & EVENING SleFTS AVAIL
SORORITY RUSH BEGINS ON
Good payt Must be reliable and
Friday 8/28/92. sign up now in
had waling Apply in person.
Pasta Mia Restaurant
the student activities office or call
9245964 for more information.
2565 N. Fest St. a call 4357300

HELP WANTED

Friday. August 28,1992

SPORTS / NEWS SATELLITE
Broadcast Co. seeking sports fans
with PC experience. Casual attnos
phere. P/T evening & weekends
Growth oppty. (408)379. 0925.
POP SYSTEMS HAS JOB openings
m hghtech corrputer industry. Call
(408) 944,0301 for interest in
a full-time account executive or
part-lime shipping / receNng clerk
position.Excellent opportunity
for marketing majors or any
graduating senor.
CRUISE
SHIPS
HIRING
Earl 2,000. +/month. Summer &
career employment available. No
experience necessary. FIN program
call 1-206545-4155 ed. C6041.
CHILDCARE 1 hour In mornings
and 3 hours in aftettuuns. Must
have car & be able to drne & pick
up from school. Call Jeanette at
2435633 evenngs.

WILLOW GARDENS APTS.
Minutes from San Jose State.
Seamus 2 bedroom apts. we 2
full baths. Ideal for students and
roommates. Swimming pool,
saunas, weight room and clubhouse. Quality living at a reason
able rate. Ask for student discount
1750 Stokes St. (408) 9986300.

HOUSING

780 S. 11TH STREET APTS.
2 bedroom/2 bath start $770.
Walk or ride bike to school.
Laundry facilities. Secured
entrance. Ample panting, Cabe
available. Remodeled, roomy &
very clean. Call Manager2889157
or leave mes_ sage.
ROOM 4 RENT- SARATOGA/ 280.
3 bedroom 2 1/2 bath.
ROOM 4 rent. 1 bat. fr SJSU. Vic.
Nonsmoker. $300./mo.
house, 2 rooms 4 $300. ea.
Call 282 1203. Eve: 2440795.
10% of PG&E a mo.$200.dep.
29426.

CLEAN, SECURE 2 BD/ 2BA. APT Pelmets plus *& SpeNr punctu
Laundry, gated parking. $ 7 75./nu. anon and grammar assistance All
dep. 529 South 10th St. 01 W061 guaranteed! Save SS$ wIth
Referral Discounts! For waryfree,
or call Michael at 9985485.
dependable, and prompt service.
call PAM 247 2681(8 asn-8 pm).

EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
Science and English papers / theses our specialty. Laser periling.
Free spell check and storage.
APA. Turanian and other formats.
Resumes, editing, graphics
and other services available.
SERVICES
PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE Masterson’s Word Processing.
Cab Paul or Vrgrea 4082510449.
Word Prooessng, Term Pacers
COLLEGE!!
CASH
FOR
Theses, Graduate Work, APA &
’Scholarships & financial aid
Turabon. Desktop Publish%
I HATE TO TYPE!
available regardless of grades or
If ths got your attention.
Graphic Design & Layout.
parents income! ’Over 300,000
Laser Output
grim purser! a break.
scholarships totaling $29 billion!
Satisfaction Guaranteed
Let me do it for sou!
*Average of 100 sources of scha
V. I. P. Graphics
Free pick up and delnery.
arships, fin. aid & grants in each
Near Oakridge Mall 3639254.
$2.00 per page.
40 page report! ’Call for free info.
Call Jule at 9988354.
18304440366 ext. 7620.
WORD PROCESSING
Oserwheirned by reports
PERFECT PAGE PUBUSIING
Resumes, newsletters, logos.
to be typed?
WORDPROCESSING
prernoticrels, papers, theses
RELAX & LEAVE THE TYING TO ME.
Student decants.
AFFORDABLE at EXPERIENCED Graduate & undergrad. Resumes,
"Creatne Solutions for Every
Word Processing! Theses, term term papers, theses, letters, etc
Desktop Puteshrg Need.’
papers, Nor-sing & group prefects, 24 hour tumarourd on most work.
Appointment necessary.
To 9 pm. (408)997 7055
resumes, letters, manuscripts, etc.
Cab Anna. 9724992.
Word Perfect 5.1, HP Later Jet. Al
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’One in a million’ alumnus passes away, will be missed
BY RACHEL Luntim
spetan Daily Stall Wnitt

"He was a prince of a fellow, one in
a million", said Alan Simpkins in a
law, sad voice.
Simpkins was talking about SJSU
alumnus Ray Davilla who died Mon
day.
Davilla, who graduated in 1948,
with a degree in business, was a 111E171.6er of the Presidents’ club at SJSU,
Santa Clara University and lidlarmine
High School.
Simpkins and Davilla met at SJSU
after both came badc from %Maid War
II. 1)avilla was a bombardier on a B25.
At SJSU, Davilla participated in
many projects for the College of Business as an alumnus.
"lie was one of those people who
was invaluable to organizations like
ours’: said Marshall Burak, dean of the
College of Business. Davilla served on
Burak’s advisory council and received
the Dean’s Distinguished Service
Recognition and the Distinguished
Alumnus.
"Ray was wry devoted to the College of Business and the university(
Burak said. "lie was an outstanding
individual and someone that’s always
been there when I needed advice. lie
will he sorely missed,’ said Burak.
"Whenever anything was needed,
he was there,’ said Simpkins.
Davilla’s most recent contribution
to SJ St ’ was a $100,000 donation for

30 offices and is now a "sizeable organization’: said Simpkins. "Ray Iled the
finer things in life.’ Ile played 1.lolf and
lost-ei fine foods:’
"He was always charming, always
pleasant; a definite pleasure to work
foe,’ said Lorri Mckinnon, an administrative assistant for King Bearing, who
worked for Davilla for two years.
Although he retired in 1985, he
always kept an office for himself even
after selling the business in 1990. "He
felt he could still contribute:’ said Nickinnon.
After the sale, Davilla consulted
with his nephew, Don Chargon who
was in charge of the Northern California irgion."1 le would come in kir one
and a half to three hours a day,’ said
Mdcinnort "But he was invoked in so
many community projects it was hard
the new tidd house. "The reception to keep him still for a moment’
center or lobby (in the new field
T.J. Locke who worked for Davilla
house) will be named after him’: said said, "He was everything to everybody.
He was gennindy like a father to me,
Lori Stahl, public affairs officer.
"lie was a consistent supporter of he was even going to walk me down
SJSU and all things Spartan’: said SJSU the isle when I got married:’ Locke
Interim President J. Handel Evans. said Davilla was an "endless river of
"Unassuming, modest - a wonderful generosity. lie was the smoothest,
man’,’ were the words Evans used to most elegant gentleman that has
describe his personal friend. "I will walked on this earth in a long time’
miss him greatly?’
Locke described Davilla as a perfecDavilla worked his way up in a San tionist, who was hard to work for. "But
Jose company that makes bearings for
equipment. Starting as a salesman, and
eventually becoming the president,
Davilla changed the name of the company to King Bearing, which grew to

he treated people with respect and
care: said Locke. "I’ve never met a
man of his calibee’
While at SJSU Davilla was already
working on his business career, he
would rent a hall, find a band and pro-

mote the whole thing.
"Ray was behind the scenes making it happen: said Simpkins. "Ray
was also an outstanding member of
the boxing team and went to three
National dtunpiortships:’

About 300 people from different
groups showed up kw Davill servicz,
held Wednesday, according to Simpkins. "We’ve lost one of the best alumnus SJSU ever had. I’m sure gonna
miss bine’

Raymond Davilla

1924-1992

Priced To En
The Recycle Rook
Store offers used and
new books at prices that
will entice your reading
passion. Science fiction and
fantasy books arc our specialty but
we also carry CD’s, tapes, and records. The
Recycle Rook Store not only sells books at
unbelievably low prices, they’ll buy your used
ii,ioks and recycle them for new readers.
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Marvin swallowed his gum when he

heard how fast we made student loans.
Sun’.

he e pecled us to rot

Ric gOtkl

ei Pc

lollim -up on student loan am-ilk:mon,

Haight anscrs and decent
Circa! Western is one of the top

lenders of- student loans in ( ahli rnia. v,ith decades ol everience and knov%-how
But %% hen he found 001 lust how quickls %%e handle stallotd. sl s and PLUS
0.\\S, he grinned from ear to car.

at least 20% off
every item, every day at.

UNIVERSITY ART’S
DISCOUNT WAREHOUSE

318 PAGE ST SAN JOSE 14081297 4707

,No v, hat arc 5mW waiting loC For more information or a loan application, call
us toll -tree al l-800-637-h7l’ I teal W..’ turn Bank. We’ll always he thtll’

GREAT WESTERN BANK

St. al "bur Marn 9pm. In & SAL loamInpni, Sunday 12pm gprn
1.011i Santa Clara St (Iletween 3rd & 4th) 13owntown San Jose

MORE BANK
FOR THE BUCK.
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PrIee Waterhouse

WELCOME BACK SPARTANS!
We look forward to discussing
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
From the Alumni
of San Jose State University
Price Waterhouse, San Jose
!.t .r ,e1 Allen
,leanette Anderson
Kinn Barnett
Stephen Byrne
Tom Constantino
Laura Durr

Emily Fukada
Chiaki Hsieh
Phil Hulme
Brett Keiser
Elise Miller
Carol Nanamura

Clare Piech
Don Roberts(
Leslie Smith
Frank Taylor
Judy Wang
Debbie Wong

Need a Mac at Midnight?
24 Hour
Mac & IBM
Rentals
Need to work late?
Come in anytime count on us.

r $2

OFF MAC RENTAL

Valid from 12 to 6 a.m. $2 off self service Macintosh computer time
with this coupon Does not include laser prints. One coupon
per customer. Not valid with any other offer and only at this
location f Kpires 9/30/92
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the copy center
93 E San Carlos St 295 - 4336 FAX 408- 279-0655j
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A STUDENT CHECKING AND VISA
PACKAGE ONLY AT WELLS FARGO.
Is c retest\
ii...:I I 1, It I".
That’s why Wells hap Ih.is
ict
Student. ATM ( lied:01g jt ts Ii r
at only $4.50 per month. IN) all viiiir
banking tilt\ nigh theWells Fargi ) Express
ATN1 and you’ll get:
( :hec LIIig tree uf monthly ...cryk rcliArgcs

even. summer until you gradii.
Unlimited checkwriting with Iii
minimum balance and ni) per-check
charge. And tree check stt
Free ik.-cess tit inure than 1600
Wells Far* m Express ATMs statewide.
Convenient 24-Hour perst ill-to-rcrst ill
phone service.
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First \ eiir free membership when you
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WELLS FARGO BANK
Stop by your local Wells Fargo branch today:
San Jose Main Office, 121 Park Center Plaza, 277-6221
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